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Description
Things like "rbd rm", "rbd trash rm", "rbd flatten" should be able to be scheduled to run via the MGR and provide progress feedback of queued and running operations.

One possible use-case is to offload these operations from the ceph-csi (e.g. flatten a clone).

Related issues:
Copied to rbd - Backport #41078: nautilus: MGR module for scheduling long-running background operations added
Resolved
Copied to rbd - Backport #41079: mimic: MGR module for scheduling long-running background operations added
Rejected

History
#1 - 07/24/2019 12:40 PM - Jason Dillaman
- Status changed from In Progress to Fix Under Review
- Pull request ID set to 29054

#2 - 07/24/2019 12:47 PM - Mykola Golub
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

#3 - 07/27/2019 06:34 AM - Mykola Golub
- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

#4 - 07/31/2019 12:27 PM - Jason Dillaman
Also requires: https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/29419/commits/37a9b5375f3793ea39ba7d13618aa977c8b302d

#5 - 08/05/2019 07:02 PM - Jason Dillaman
- Copied to Backport #41078: nautilus: MGR module for scheduling long-running background operations added

#6 - 08/05/2019 07:03 PM - Jason Dillaman
- Copied to Backport #41079: mimic: MGR module for scheduling long-running background operations added

#7 - 10/08/2019 07:39 PM - Jason Dillaman
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved